LeMans Classic 2010 - July 2010
By Philip Wiltshire

My cousin Keith collected me from the Holiday Inn hotel in
Poole Dorset on Thursday morning bright and early at
6.30am. This was not early to me as l was still 5 hours
ahead on US time having recently arrived in England from
Detroit. He had brought his 1965 Sunbeam Tiger which
as standard should have a 260 inch Ford V8 fitted. Keith's
car has a 302-inch Ford V8 with a holly four-barrel,
something that we Americans can identify with.

Cherbourg into warm, hazy sunshine, so tops were
lowered and we headed along with all of the other classic
cars in a southerly direction down the Cherbourg
peninsula with our eventual destination of LeMans 330
km away.

We drove with one other car, a 2006 Jaguar XKR
convertible containing Alan and Malcolm, down to the fast
cat car ferry that would transport us across the English
Channel in three short hours to the French port of
Cherbourg. This ferry is basically a huge all-aluminum
catamaran that does 40 mph and carries 850 passengers
and 235 cars. The weather was warm (low seventies) but
cloudy and grey. Alongside our two cars were a myriad of
other classics including early Morgans, Ferraris,
Lagondas, MGs, Jaguars, Austin Healys and on and
on...all heading to Le Mans.
I think that 90 per cent of the cars on that ferry were
classics heading to France. Everything went well with the
crossing and our two cars emerged from the car ferry at

It was going to be top down driving all the way.

All was going well; my cousin and l were flying along in
the Tiger with the XKR right behind us. That was until we
decided to stop for fuel. We topped up the cars and then
proceeded to drive though a small village called
Tinchebray. As we turned a corner the Tiger growled for
the last time and would be silent for nearly 2 days. We
coasted to a halt outside the local bar and started to take
the fuel system to pieces, with the gift of a special size
wrench from a passing Caterham Super 7. An excess of
fuel was evident and clearly was in the wrong places,
causing our four-barrel holly to choke the Tiger to death.
Luckily (?) for us, a number of holly carburetor experts
were readily available in the adjacent bar and put down
their drinks to give French verbal assistance. This help
culminated with an old man puttering to a stop next to the
car on his moped with a small plastic bottle containing

A ferryload of classic cars arrives in Cherbourg
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half a pint of some dubious fluid. He was ready to pour
this brew into the car's fuel tank, but once we had
explained in bad French that more fuel was the absolute
last thing we needed, the French pit crew lost interest and
returned to their drinks. Except now they could debate the
fix required for the English car and probably better figure
out the solution in the more familiar surroundings.

Next on the to do list was how to get the Tiger to LeMans.
My cousin called his recovery service who wanted to
repatriate us and the car back to England. He explained
that it would be cheaper if they simply flat bedded us to
LeMans. This was agreed to and so we waited two hours
for the truck in, yes you've guessed it, the bar full of auto
experts.
By 7:45 pm we arrived at our gite (bed and breakfast) on
the flatbed and 634 Euros lighter in wallet with the Jag
and settled in for the evening. During our race to LeMans,
there were times we were convinced that our flatbed truck
driver was an ex-racing driver because we covered the
130 kilometers to LeMans in record time and the Jag
struggled to keep up with us around some of the tight
bends!

The not-so-roaring Tiger and the French pit crew.

The next day Friday dawned extremely hot and humid at
95 degrees and with no air conditioning, we decided to
stay local to our Gite and wait for our Tiger guru to arrive
and save us. The four of us walked into the little village of
Yvre le Polin and checked out local life. There was none.
The village is 15km from the LeMans race track and could
be anywhere in France. It was so typical with deserted
narrow roads bordered by terraced, shuttered older
buildings. It has just one little supermarket and a small
cafe in which we sought refreshment. General Paton and
the Allied forces would not have been out of place there,
a typical small French town where time has stood still. On
our return to the gite, an MG Midget had arrived from the
overnight car ferry with two more of Keith’s friends
aboard. Pete had bought the car just eight weeks
previously as a restoration project and decided to build
something interesting from it to drive to LeMans. So the
tired harvest gold Midget ended up in Gulf racing colors
numbered 38 (as were Pete and Mike who dressed in
works uniforms) and looked the part as a works car with
an Osselli 1380 cc half race engine. In fact during the

Touring the village of Tinchebray while waiting for the
flatbed to arrive.
We also could not find the root cause of the problem, but
for sure fuel delivery / control was the cause and we had
not got any carb spare parts. So my cousin phoned one of
the Tiger Club gurus who was scheduled to arrive in
France the following day with a whole pride of Tigers. He
committed to bring as many spare parts as he could
concerned with our Tiger's failure, so that the car could be
fixed at LeMans the next day.
Our friend Pete’s recently restored Midget sporting Gulf
racing colors and ready for LeMans.

whole trip, many people thought they were driving a
works car for Gulf and so got many questions and photo
opportunities. The final members of our group arrived in a
Lotus Elise and BMW 1 series.
Later in the day, Dean the Tiger guru arrived with his 427
cid Tiger and a trunk full of parts. It was determined that
the float level was too high and that the air cleaner was
plugged, plus leaking fuel pipe unions. The carb was put
back onto the car minus the air cleaner, adjusted and the
Tiger started right up - we were ready to rock and roll
once again! We decided to go to the racetrack and check
out what was going on. Friday was a practice day so we
got the opportunity to see a range of classic cars mixing it
up out on the track. We drove to several vantage points in
Mulsanne and Arnage to watch the cars; we stayed for
several of the overnight heats and returned to the gite at
1.00 am. During all of this, we were surrounded by
dozens of classics as if in a living museum.

The speedometer needle as it nears the 100mph mark.
a 105 mph in the Tiger. But that felt pretty good in an
open top 1965 car! The Jag found an opening and
managed 120 mph. After our exhilarating track time, we
parked with the Tiger club at their circuit infield group
parking area and walked the various exhibits and
vendors. The place was heaving with classics cars of
every marque and era either parked or driving through,
giving more of the living museum to watch. And so the
racing began at 4pm with the first heat of cars.

On the Circuit LeMans heading towards the Dunlop
Bridge.
The LeMans 24 hour Classic race starts at 4pm on
Saturday and finishes at 4pm on Sunday. The range of
race cars are from 1923 to 1979. Unlike the famous
original race which runs non-stop for 24 hours, the classic
version of the race is divided into 12 x 2 hour heats of
invited classic race cars that are also divided into
appropriate classes. So Saturday the big race day
dawned for everyone and Keith had also got us track
passes for a 10.30am start. We set off for LeMans with a
perfect blue sky and 70's temperature. The run to the
track was excellent with hardly any traffic except for those
also heading for the track. We were allowed 3 laps and
enjoyed every second; we were able to run the whole
13.70 km circuit. The pace car was there for show only
and soon got out of our way. Only the annual 24 hour and
this 24 hour classic race (that runs every 2 years) are
allowed to use the full combined club circuit and road
route, so we were able to blast around the French
countryside just like those famous race drivers of
yesterday, except we only made half of their top speed at

The order of racing is a complicated mix so the race heats
do not run in chronological order. Again we visited several
locations throughout the evening and night and were able
to see several classic early sixties and seventies
Corvettes and Mustangs racing. The crowds loved the
'Vettes as these heavy and very loud cars had to make
huge drifts around the bends to stay in play and raised
cheers every time one made it through a corner.
Eventually, on the Sunday, we drove back to Arnage and
sat in a roadside cafe watching all of the wonderful classic
cars cruising past. It reminded me of the Woodward

Enjoying the race from one of the many great vantage
points along the circuit.

Cruise except the cars cruising past are a more varied
selection and there is a 50 per cent chance that the driver
does not speak English! We did get some overnight
thunder and lightning due to the heat and humidity. But
we ate outside in the rear garden of the gite for all meals
with no bugs or mosquitoes; France does not have them.

Below are just a few of the many classic vintage cars on
the infield at LeMans during the running of the 24 hour
Classic in July 2010.

Later on Sunday, we toured around the infield and looked
at the various clubs in their groups. Just about every
marque was represented including some obscurities that
we had not heard of. We watched the final heats leading
up to the 4pm conclusion of the 24 hours and then drove
to that same boulevard in Arnage to sit in a pavement
cafe and watch the cars leaving the circuit and
surrounding parking lots.

Rolls Royce Handlye Special

Waiting to board the ferry back home.
On the Monday it was time to say goodbye to our group
and the LeMans circuit. We headed back north towards
Cherbourg, our car ferry port. We really did part in all
directions; the Jag to the airport and then Italy, the BMW
to the south of France, the Lotus to Calais to get back to
south London, the Midget to Caen (a ferry port near
Cherbourg) and us to Cherbourg. Because of the
proximity of Caen to Cherbourg, we drove most of the
way in the company of Pete and Mike in the Midget and
parted on the French coast to head to our respective
ferryboats. We arrived back around midnight in England
to some typical rainy drizzle; l spent the night at my Uncle
and Aunt’s apartment and then took the train back to
London for the flight back home to Detroit.

Bentley

If all of the stars align, l hope to make the next LeMans 24
hour Classic in 2 year's time, but this time l want to be
driving myself. I am sure it will be a modern rental and not
a classic, but you never can tell eh?
Cobra
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